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The paint manufacturer Colux GmbH has a large
portfolio of innovative and powerful luminous paints
in its programme under the Coluxglow brand. This
year, a new product expanded the range: the
Neonglow paint stick. With this touch-up pen, the
glow paints can be easily used anytime and
anywhere. The 2-in-1 touch-up pencil has a fine
writing and drawing lead and a small brush, which
makes the touch-up pencil particularly versatile.

After presenting the paint pen at trade fairs in
Leipzig and Berlin, we were surprised by the wide
range of uses our customers discovered:

The fact that artists enthusiastically use the touch-
up pencil to create luminous picture elements and
to achieve strong effects through the light/dark
effect has motivated us, as creative people have
long been one of the most important target groups
for Coluxglow luminous paints. What inspires them
about the Neonglow paint pen is the clean and
simple application of the luminous paint.

This user-friendliness also makes the Neonglow
paint pen interesting for model making, as it is quick
and easy to apply markings and lettering in many
different situations.

One area of application that we had not even
considered is the field of angling: anglers use the
paint pen to mark lures made of hard plastic and
metal that need to be visible in the dark or to mark
the fishing line to identify the casting length. Since
the luminous paint dries in minutes, you can apply
the markings directly on site and use them
immediately.

Boat owners and truckers use the luminous paint to
mark gear knobs and levers to make it easier to see
the setting in the dark.

People who are constantly looking for their
misplaced mobile phone are pleased that a plastic
mobile phone case labelled or painted with
luminous paint can be found again even in the dark.

These are just a few examples of how the
Neonglow paint pen is used. We are looking
forward to seeing what creative ideas for new
applications our visitors will come up with at the
Creativworld fair in Frankfurt.

The product range of Coluxglow luminescent paints
includes various neon and and afterglow colours, in
addition to the Neonglow touch-up pencil.

Touch-up pencil
Afterglow paint

for metal, glass and plastic *
Luminescent - fast drying

Luminescent and luminescent signal
colours in the innovative paint pen 2in1
as brush and pen. Luminescent
markings can be applied quickly and
easily to many substrates.

Simply remove the cap to mark with the
pen and unscrew it to use the brush.
After use, the tip should be cleaned with
universal thinner.

The paint adheres to all smooth and dry
surfaces made of metal, glass and
plastic.


